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AN EDITORIAL NOTE

70 Z~~tuodtrce
7his Work

&J

the opening Number of
MUSICMASTERPIECES
it is
desirable, nay, it is necess-- -hi ary, that the scope of this
- i
new publication should be
clearly defined, its aims
and intentions set forth All this may be
told in a few words. Briefly, it is propose& to publish fortnightly in MUSIC
MASTERPIECE< gem< from the World's
Famous Operas and Musical Plays both
vocal and instrumental. Unless one
were to buy the score of each of these
works the excerpts chosen therefrom
could not be obtained, except in rare instances, and then only a t a cost quite
five times that of our new publication. In
this way favourite numbers may now be had
at a nominal price in convenient form.
N

The word " masterpiece in our title
has been chosen advisedly, for nothing will
be published in this part-work that is not
a real "masterpiece," something that is no
tsooner heard than all will recognise the
pk+e me merit that it possesses.
"
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With a wide field to select from, those

'
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be up to the same splendid standard as
this, the inaugural issue.
Those who are saddled with the task of
selecting the m u s i c a n d they are an
expert band of musicians-have spared no
pains to throw aside anything that might
not meet the popular taste, or might not
be the choice of the finest musician. The
purest melody, the greatest music, has
been chosen to allow indeed for such a
title as MUSICMASTERPIECES.
One has 'only to glance at the pieces
chosen for this Part to realise how well these
master musicians have done their work.
So here will be found music of the most
varied kind on the most widely different
planes. But one point of uniformity \vill
link all the numbers published- they are
all the best of their kind.
I n a forthcoming Part the details of a
special binding-case scheme will be announced, cases that will hclp you to preserve MUSIC MASTEHIJIECES
SO that, when
the work is completed, you will. have at
your command one of the world's finest
music portfolios, a series of music books of
which you will justly be proud.
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SELECTION OF PRINCIPAL MELODIES
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who are responsible for the music have
set themselves the task of clloosing only the
very best, the very greatest of music and
pieces that cannot fail to charm all our
subscribers.
Here will be found the best known
compositions of great and world-popular
composers, and what finer selection could
be made than these pieces that inaugurate
this work ?
MUSICMASTERPIECES
has come to fill
a long-felt want ; it has come to bring to
all the music they need, and at a charge
that is ridiculously low when one sees the
nature of the selection, the merit of the
many articles, and the perfect manner in
which both music and articles have been
presented.
In your possession, and for the small
sum of one shilling and threepence, is at
least ten shillingsworth of music. and in a
compact form.
Variety and consistent excellence of the
melodies has been the keynote, and those
who intend taking in this part-work need
not fear but that subsequent parts will

.
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SAMSON AND DELILAH

Softly

Awakes

My

Heart

WORDS BY F. LEMAIRE.
MUSIC BY
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How a Great Opera Came Into Being

"Samson and

. .

is an interesting fact to
note that in no other art
so much as in the art of
:.music the big masterpieces of melody have had
to weather the storms of
unpopularity and bitter disappointment
ere they have reached the harbour of
general appreciation throughout the world.
Saint-Sa&n~'
" Samson and Delilah," from
which we have taken that most beautiful
melody " Softly Awakes My Heart,"
was no exception to this rule. Indeed, if
anything, Saint-Saens had to endure more
arrows of n~isfortune than even had
Puccini, Wagner, or many another great
composer.
Mwia in Hh Blood
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It is to his peculiar credit, however, or,
perchance, that guiding light which steers
all genius through troubled
waters, that he managed to
pilot his opera, with sheer undaunted spirit, towards world
fame. Charles Camille SaintSaens, it is interesting to note
as a prelude to this article, had
music in his blood. As a tiny
child his whole soul was centred
on creating melodies. He was one of those
geniuses of whom there are, alas, SO
few in the world:
Perhaps one of the chief inspirations
that made him persist in his intention
to become great was the encomium passed
upon him by a violinist of the name of
Henrip.
attracted one day by the sound
Ap
of playing, mounted several flights of
stairs to see from whence the music
emanated, and he was no doubt surprised
to find a mere lad playing. So struck was
he with the balance and the enthusiasm
of the youthful musician that there and
then he told him to persevere towards
fame. The belief that Appy had in him
moved Saint-Saens to concentrate his
every effort on winning great honours
the world of music.

Where Inspiration Lay

No doubt one of the most important
influences that led towards the production
of " Samson and Delilah " was SaintSaens' life as q organist at a church in
Paris. Perhaps it was here that he obtained that religious atmosphere which
is so predominant in " Samson and
Delilah."
Although he was forty when he cornrnenced work on the opera, that fact
must not rob it of any of the romance
that it so thoroughly deserves, for those
who know music and musicians realise
that the pathway that they have to
traverse is a long one and chequered.
It is ironic to note that when musical
people in Paris heard that Saint-Saens
was at work upon a subject which had a
Biblical idea attached to it there was an
immediate outcry against him. Biblical
subjects were not in favour, but
how on religious grounds this
objection was found it would
be very hard to explain, unless
one can put it down to the fact
that the world was not so enlightened in thoqe days. At any
rate, Saint-Saens refused to listen
to those who would have stopped
him at his work, but it must have been a
bitter blow to him when, on the completion
of " Samson and Delilah," Paris refused
to have anything to do with it.
A Prophet Without Honour

He was a prophet without honour in
his own country, but Fate was breaking
down the barricades of intolerance. Weimar
in Germany offered him an opening. A
translation was made, and the moment
he had waited for so long was at hand,
when, across the intellectual world, there
swept that cataclysm, the Franco-German
War, to put aside the song and to unsheath
the sword and the less lovely orchestration
of conflict.
The sufferings that he endured during
that three years of his own country's
agony can well be understood by those

who remember the recent war, but his
belief in " Samson and Delilah " stood, and
with the passing of the clouds, of battle
his opera was ready to be produced at
Weimar, and under no less a leadership
than that of Franz Liszt.
The first production of " Samson and
Delilah," which Saint-Saens waited for
with the anxiety that every creative artist
must experience at such a moment,
was more than rapturously received.
Whether or no Liszt's interest dominated
their minds it would be difficult to say,
but those who imagined that Paris would
rescind their decision were mistaken.
Those in musical authority there were still
obdurate. For ten weary years SaintSaens had to wait before his opera could
be heard in his own land.
At last, however, Rouen decided to give
it a hearing, and subsequently SaintSaens' dream came true, and the famous
Opera House in Paris announced the
production of his piece.
When Fame Came

How he watched every detail of the
production ! How he planned to obtain
the greatest of results I He was promised
many things. They told him that in the
storm in the second act the most realistic effects should be given. Alas, their
promises were broken. He actually had to
protest before he could be given, at the
beginning of the second act, a dash of red to
represent the twilight !
I t is on evidence, however, that the
Paris that loved music, rather than ruled
it, acclaimed " Samson and Delilah."
That first night of its production was a
night to be remembered, and since the fall
of that last curtain which, in its falling,
placed the laurel of real fame o n his brow,
" Samzon and Delilah " has been heard
the world over, and it will always be remembered in English hearts for that
work of genius which we reproduce in this
first part of Musrc MASTERPIECES" Softly Awakes My Heart," a song nt
enduring beauty that will live for ever.
DRAYCOTT
DELL

Thirty-fiveYears c

Gillevt and

HIRTY-FIVE years is a long

time to have played the
same parts, and I am
sometimes asltecl wl~ether
I am not tired of them ?
Probably I sholild be if
they belonged to anything else except
the Gilbert and Sullivan operas. But I
never tire of these. They are so perfect
from every point of view ; they are such
a wonderful blend of everything that
should be there, that they seem to have
eternal freshness and the capacity to keep
one's interest constantly alive.
The public takes very much the same
view.
One might imagine that the
enthusiasm shown for these operas in
years past could not be exceeded. The
D'Oyley Carte Company, in its travels,
visits a particular town and breaks its
previous records there ; the limit appears
to have been rezcl~ed. Yet when the town
is revisited records are broken again.
So it go" on a11 over the country.
The older people who have been listening
to the operas for thirty or forty years
flock to the theatres as if taking part in a
yearly ritual; the younger ones go to see
if all the fuss is justified, and quickly
become as enthusiastic as their elders.
Many people keep- a record of their
attendances. Often enough, while making
my way through crowds at the stage-door,
someone has shouted to me :
" Good old Lytton ! This is my fortieth
time at ' The Mikado.' "
I know a man a t Liverpool who books
two stalls for every performance during
our season there. He invites a friend to
dinner and theatre each evening.
One night, unfortunately, he found
the odd man who does not like Gilbert
and Sullivan. The opera was " Patience,"
ancl when I canie on as Bunthorne he asked
what my part was. "That is Bunthorne,
a poet," he was told. Then Grosvenor
entered. " Who is he ? " was his next
question. " He is another poet," was the
rey!y.
What, two poets in one opera ? " he
exclaimed. " I've had enough of this ! "
and out he went.
Perhaps Iris11 audiences are the most
demonstrative of all. They do not merely
applaud, but shout and cheer a t the top
of their voices, and simply insist upon

B y Henry A.

/,,1tto12

encore after encore. But the enthusiasm
everywhere is tremendous. We nlernbers
of the company always feel that our
audiences and ourselves belong to one big
family-that
there is an atmosphere of
friendliness in front, and that even if we
do make a slight slip we shall be forgive11.
RiIore than one actor has found a
decided change on leaving to join another
company. He misses immediately the
Gilbert and Sullivan " good\vill," if I may
give it thst name ; the constantly cro~vded
houses, ancl the never-failing appreciation.
I rerncmber that when I left the
company, many years ago, to take part
in the new production of " The Earl and
the Girl " at the Adelphi, Walter Passmore
said on the opening night :
" Let ,Tie say a iriendly word to you.
Don't lose heart if you don't find the
usual enthusiasm. You've really got to
start all over again here. You ~von'tbegin
with a friendly atmospllere ; !lou'll have
to manulactnre it."

[Sco!(

HENRY A. LYTTON

ciiid

lVlli.~i,,on

I had not been on the stage more than
a few minutes before I felt glad that he
had spoken to me. I-Iow different from
the infectious enthusiasm of a Gilbert
and Sullivan audience ! The piece w3s a
big success, but I have never for,notten
the chilly ordeal of the first few nights.
I t is all a great trib~lteto the Savoy
operas. The goodwill of the puhlic has
not been won without reason : only a
combination of circumstances of the
rarest kind could have brought it into
esistence. I t is late in the day to heap
fresh praises upon the extraordinarilv
perfect blend of rnusic and libretto, but
perhaps I may speak of the great personal
care which Gilbert besto~ved upon the
production of the operas.
His knowledge of stagecratt was reniarkable, and this stood him in excellent stead.
He has sometimes been spoken of as a
martinet. I knew him for many years,
and never found him anything but a
perfect. English gentleman, kindly and
considerate in every action. As an example
of his thoughtfulness, he always arranged,
if it were humanly possible, that an
actor's entrances and exits should be on
the side of the stage nearest to his dressingroom. What that means in the course of
an evening only an actor knows.
Yet he could be satirical to a degree
when .it suited him, as all the principals of
the company at the time knew. I had an
experience of it during a rehearsal of
" Ruddigore."
My part was that of Robin Oakapple, a
nephew whom his uncle tells a t a certain
point to leave. I wondered how I should
make my exit, and, turning to Gilbert,
asked him 11011 he thought it sliould be
done.
" Oh, exit
like a nephew," he s a d ;
without a smile. I had asked a rather
silly question, and Gilbert gave me what
he considered a suitable reply.
The late George Grossrnith once suggested to him that if certain " business "
were introduced i t would make the
audience laugh.
" So it would if you sat down on a
pork pie," was the dry reply.
Gilbert knew exactly what he wanted,
and insisted upon having it. The operas
are still presented as he directed, and so
they will continue to be.

the name of Finck
has been connected with
Drury Lane as long as
most, for it is nearly forty
years since I made my
first appearance in the
orchestra there, and before that my father
was leader of the orchestra.
In those days there was generally a
"green room." I remember the one a t
the palace particularly well, owing to a
certain incident that happened there.
Some crocodiles appearing in one of the
" turns " managed One evening to escape
from their cage. They .were found crawling about and making for the auditorium,
which seemed a very undesirable place for
them to be in. The staff were at their
wits' end until someone thought of heading
them into the " green room."
There they were the next morning when
I arrived, and it was several days before
that room was habitable again.
I was at the Palace when the famous
H.G. Pelissier came with his Follies, and
afterwards I became associated with the
musical part of their programme. Pelissier
arranged a pantomime burlesque in which
Dan Everard figured. His duty was to
come on and- attempt to sing a song, the
rest of the company chasing him off as soon
as he uttered the first note.
On the last'night of the show I suggested to Yelissier that Everard should be
allo~vedto sing his song for a change, as
he seemed rather anxious to do. The
suggestion was adopted, and Everard
began in the usual way, but he was so
surprised at not being interrupted that he
wondered if something had gone wrong.
In the middle of his confusion I asked the
band to play " Home, Sweet Home,"
whereupon he ran off.
For a time I was a member of Mr.
Liddell's bancl, which became enormously
popular in its day. The late Icing
Edward, when Prince of Wales, was a
great admirer of it, and would not go to a
dance unless it was present. But though
Mr. Liddell was an exceedingly capable
conductor he was extremely autocratic,
and this little failing eventually caused him
to lose his popularity with the Prince.
SUPPOSE

By HERMAN FINCK
The incident
at Buckingham
Palace, where, during a dance, Liddell was
a
who said he was
sent
a certain Princess to ask that the
next dance, a polka, should be substituted
a
Liddell was
very pleased,
but he made the change desired.
Later On the f l u n l r e ~ again
request. Liddell was angry.
a
Tell her to go to blazes ! " he roared at
the man. He was
that this kind of
message
not be
to Her
whereup'''
repeated
the phrase : " Tell her to go to blazes ! "
The flunkey disappeared, and evidently
found
of
matters
to the Princess, but Liddell was never
'lowed to appear at
Palace
again.
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HERMAN FINCK

[La~g/ier

Years afterwards I had a somewhat
amusing experience while conducting one
of the numerous concerts given to wounded
soldiers and sailors a t Buckingham Palace.
The band was in the middle of a performance of my composition " Melodious
~
~ and had ~reached the
~ welltune, ,' Hush, hush, hush, here
comes the bogey man," when the players
seemed to be suddenly thrown into a state
of confusion.
Wondering what the matter u7as I
looked round, and was astonished to see
that l(ing Edward had entered, and was
slowly walking up the centre of the room.
It was one of those moments when one
would rather be elsewhere.
It is probable that I am the only
conductor who has ever been presented
with a bouquet.
I should explain that I have always had
an objection to handing floral offcrings
to actresses on the stage. Imagine my
annoyance, therefore, when one night
during a Pavlova season an attendant
appeared a t my elbow with a bouquet. He
knew my orders, and I was wondering
what to say to him when he disarmed
me by whispering in my ear : " It's for
you, sir ! "
When " Good Luck" was put on two
years ago, I was asked by Mr. Arthur
Collins to write some music for the wreck
scene. I did so, and Mr. Collins was kind
enough to say how much he lilted it.
" I shouldn't mind being wrecked to
music like that," he said in that genial
way that was so characteristic of him.
" What key is it in ? "
" Appropriately enough, it is in
Sea
Minor," I replied, to his great amusement.
No one likes asking for an increase of
salary. I have only done it once, and that
was many years ago. With a certain
amount of nervousness I approached Sir
Alfred Butt, told him how precarious the
life of a conductor was, and mentioned that
there was not even the prospect of a pension.
" No," said Sir Alfred, in an emphatic
kind of way. " There is no pension."
" Well," I went on, " my pension begins
to-day. I want 5200 a year more."
He gave it me.

~

A separate editionof t h r p i e o e i s published at 21- net,
and copies oan be obtained of any Music Dealer.

s a prelude to any advice
that I might give you on
.. the singing of this famous
5 waltz-song
from " The
Maid of the Mountains,"
I would advise you first
to visualise the spirit and the cnvironment of " ThPrcse," which part I took
in this production which ran for so many,
many nights at Daly's Theatre.
You have to picture a mountain girl in
love with all the wild grandeur of the
passes in the hills, the passion and primitive feeling almost of the brigands with
whom she is associated.
She is at once loyal, spirited, a child of
the open air and the wild spaces. To her,
love means everything, and loyalty to
those she serves, her paramount thought.
When once you have obtained this atmosphere you will find the singing of the
song more easy.
The opening of the first verse should
typify spirit, determination and action,
not untouched with scorn at any suggestion
of the betrayal of friends. The opcning
bars should give that open-air feeling,
and be full of fervour and tension, for this
is Thbrese, the maid of the mountains,
and you, as you sing it, must feel that you
are in her place.
Where the passage " honour among
thieves " comes, one should put just a
little note of pathos into the voice to
suggest regret a t this state of being outlawed from society-a kind of wistfulness
that loyalty should be doubted.
You now come to the refrain, which is
written in waltz-time, and, if not easy to
sing, gives one many .chances of allowing
the voice to have its opportunity.
In the opening, which should be made
slowly and with an accentuation of feeling,
almost with every note, there should come
into the voice that touch of softened
memory, the romance of the mountain-sicle
days. ThCrese is telling of her own
people-of her love for them, and, in her
fiery Southern way, with a passion temperecl by sincere affection, she reveals
her pride in those who are her friends.

1

BY

.JOSE COLLINS

1

Follows tllen the same spirited opening
as in thc first verse of the song. It would
be well for the singer to be more reserved
in the singing of the first rcfrain than in
the rendering of the second, for a better
effcct is obtained this way.
In the actual waltz-song one should be
more than careful to give due emphasis
to every word. The slow time allows of
this. Although the high notes mean such
a lot, the low notes in " Love Will Find a
Way " have really a deeper significance,
for one is enabled to describe ThCrese's
feelings of love better by them.

Photo]

Jose Col!ins

[Reville

You must remember to sing this song
as though you were in love. I t is not
enough just to sing the words to the music.
You must have an understanding of the
words and the music before you commence
to sing, otherwise you will rob it of that
charm which lies both beneath the words
and the music.
There is one other thing: pay real
attention to the pauses and to the smaller
words. For often a small word like
" and " or " the " is designed to give you
a breath for the bigger word that follows,
a word that has a deep bearing on the
meaning of the song.
I n the line " if faithful to my trust T
stay," deep feeling must be shown, and
always preserve the crooning suggestion
of the waltz-time, although passion must
underlie your singing.
Duly emphasise the " free " in " Love
holds the key to set me free," and work
up that intense feeling to " love will find
a wav."
~ & depends
e
upon those two words
" a way " than I can express.
I invariably take high notes and then
come down to the deep meaning of the
line which, to m y mind, makes a n ideal
close to the song.
Be particularly careful of the singing of
the word " love," which must be sung
softly and tenderly, despite any word that
is sung crisply before it.
For instance, in the line " no fate can
fill me with dismay," love there must be
the whole motive of the song.
Indeed, the song hangs entirely really
on the perfect singing of that one word.
I now leave " Love Will Find a Way"
in your hands in thc hope that I have
helped in some small manner to perfection in its singing, and I would only like
to add that it has always been a song of
which I never tire, and to Lvhich so many
happy memories are attached. I almost
look upon it as a mascot, and it is certainly
one of my grcatest recollections of Daly's
and that master-musical play, " The Maid
of the Mountains."

THE MAID OF THE MOUNTAINS

Love

Will Find A Way

WORDS BY
HARRY GRAHAM
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A separate edition of this song i s published at 2/- net In the Keys of F and G.
and copies can be obtained of any Music Dealer.
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The Story of " Can7zenV
works in a cigarette
factory in Seville. Of
gipsy blood, she is passionate, wayward, fickle,
courageous, reckless, and
dazzlingly beautiful. Men,
of no matter what condition, find it hard
to resist her; but she is as capricious as
fair, and none of her many amours has
lasted long. The girls, her fellow-workers,
love and admire her, and if some are
jealous, they must perforce hide their
jealousy, since none has a chance when
bewitching Carmen is in question.
Her latest afaire is with handsome Don
JosC, of the Spanish army, who, for her
sake, has deserted his own intended, mild,
patient, loving, blue-eyed Micaela. His
conscience smites him, for until he came
under the gipsy's spell he had dearly loved
the girl whom he had asked to be his wife;
but, even though Carmen treats his passion
lightly, and by her daring coquetries gives
him frequent cause for jealousy. he is so
deeply enamoured by her wild, uncommon
charms, that daily he grows more completely her slave.
ARMEN

lKlcae&s Unavalllna
- Effort

,

:

Micaela, in a despairing attempt to bring
her t r u h t lover back to reason-and t o
herself-leaves her home and seeks him
out in Seville, where he is stationed. To
aid her case she brings with her the portrait of his mother whom, in his heart of
hearts, he adores, and timidly she gives
him the kiss his mother sent him. For a
little while Don JosC hesitates. Micaela's
aflection is so pure, so strong, that it
appeals to his better self, and he resolves
to be true to his promise and have no
more to do with Carmen and her dangerous black eyes.
But Fate throws them together almost
immediately. There has been trouble in
the factory. The gipsy has teased unmercifully one of the girls in the workshop,
and they have come to blows. In the end
h e n has stabbed her, though not
seriously, und she is taken off by the
pard under arrest.

In the guard-house Carmen comes
across Don JosC, and, laughing at her
custodians, she loses no time in captivating
the young soldier with a d a c e and a song,
in which she makes love to him with all
the arch boldness of her warm-blooded
nature. In the end, Don JosC, risking his
military career, contrives that she shall
escape, and the very same evening we
find him with her at Lillas Pastia's inn,
amidst a crowd of her gipsy friends.
Some of them are smugglers, and as Don
JosC is now practically a deserter, he makes
up his mind to join the band, caring little
what befalls him so long as he may be near
the charmer, herself a fugitive and an
outcast since slipping from the clutches
of the authorities.
But having achieved her conquest,
Carmen, as is her wont,. soon begins to
tire of Don Josk's devotion. As her frank
friends remark, with a laugh, in six weeks
she has usually had enough of any man,
and is readv to find another victim. Nor
is she l o n i in marking
him down. He is the
bull-fighter,Escarnillo, of
Granada, whomshe might
have had on her list long
ago, had she cared.
Carmen Tires

Meanwhile, Don JosC,
tom between love and
duty, breaks away from
Carmen and the gipsy smugglers, to go, at
Micaela's entreaties, to see his old mother,
who is dying and asks incessantly for her
soldier son. Already he has discovered Carmen's perfidy, and the passion he had for
her has turned to hate. He swears to be revenged on her and on her torero. On his way
home Don JosC is arrested, and has to
undergo two months' imprisonment for
desertion and neglect of duty, the field all
this time being left clear for his rival.
Soon the two men meet and the inevitable quarrel ensues. They fight with
knives, and, as they are evenly matched,
the result hangs in the balance until Escamillo's weapon breaks. So great is Don

Josk's fury that he would undoubtedly
have slain the bull-fighter had not Carmen
stayed his hand. The rivals part on terms
of deadly enmity, promising to meet again
and fight out their quarrel to the death.
The last words tauntingly uttered by
Escamillo as he departs are to invite all who
care to see him at the coming bull-fight,
where he will play the chief part as
Espada.
Outside the arena on the great day we
find Carmen, who, disdaining the warning
uttered by a fellow gipsy, Frasquita, is
resolved to see the fight. Reckless as ever,
she has no fear of Don JosC, though he has
threatened her. Besides, has she not read
her fate in the cards, the verdict being death!
As she lingers at the entrance Don JosC
arrives. He has come to make a last appeal
to Carmen to give up the bull-fighter in
his favour. The love-tortured soldier will
do anything she asks-renounce his family,
join thegipsyband, go with herto theends of
the earth, if only she will love him as before.
In His Hour of Triumph

Carmen will have none
of him. At present she
is Escamillo's, body and
soul, and she will give
Don JosC no sort of hope.
From the ring inside
come shouts of triumph.
The t o r e r o has vanquished his bull, and the
people are frantic with delight. Carmen,
all eager to see her new hero in his hour of
triumph, tears herself away from her old
love, who by now is on his knees beside
her, imploring her to stay. Fiercely she
throws at his feet the ring he once gave
her, and rushes to the arena door.
Mad with rage and disappointment,
Don JosC springs to his feet, overtakes
Carmen a s she hammers at the woodwork,
and, taking a dagger from his belt, stabs
her to the heart, with a bitter curse.
The arena doors arc thrown open.
Escamillo, escorted by a jubilant crowd,
comes out, to find Carmen lying dead
before him.
EDGARPRESTON.
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A separate edition of this selection is published at !?-net
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How 1 Wrife M y Songs

v

inspiration is a peculiar sort of thing. I t just
comes. One cannot sit
down and think and think
until melodies come to the
mind. I am much too
busy for that, and, besides, that method
\vould never bring success-at least, not in
my case.
I just go on with the business of living,
like other people do, until something
occurs to me. I t may be while I am at
dinner, or on a 'bus, or even while I am
having a bath. If I am anywhere near a
piano I fly to it and play the tune with one
hand. That " fixes " it, as a photographer
would say, and I can proceed with the rest
in a more leisurely way.
The next step is to get the harmony
exactly as I want it, playing it over and
over again if necessary. After that my
task is practically ended. I play it to a
trained musician, who writes the notes
down and then repeats the piece to me
so that I can make quite sure that he has
reproduced it correctly.
I may be asked why I do not do this
theoretical work myself. How boring !
Resides, I happen to know practically
nothing about such matters. I havc
never' had a lesson in pianoforte playing
in my life. I once went to the Guildhall
School of Music for a few lessons in harmony and composition, but found them
so dull and tiresome that I gave them up.
One does not need a deep knowledge of
the mysteries of theory and musical form
in order to compose light songs of the
revue and musical comedy type. IVhat
is necessary is a perfect ear for pleasant
sounds. \%%en I think of what seems to
me to be a good tune, the most suitable
harmony suggests itself a t the same timein a rough form, at any rate. I don't know
whether I am breaking conventional rules
of- .theory, and care less. The sound's the
thing.
Nearly all my life I h.lve been able to
pick tunes up readily after hearing them
st a music-hall or theatre, and to play
them on the pihno. Lots of people can
do that to a certain extent, though the
difficulty in most cases is to reproduce the
USICAL

BY
NOEL COWARD
harmony corrcctly, for every popular
success has some little peculiarity in that
respect that may causc trouble. But
the right gift, an absolutely correct
musical ear, solves the problem in a
moment.
I do not know when I began to compose,
but I must have been very young. I used
to write songs in collaboration with Miss
Esme \Vynne, who has been my friend
since my nursery days. She wrote lyrics,
nnd I tried to set them to music. I remember she wrote one which ran :
Our little love is dying,
On his hcad bloom lately crimson
roses faded quite.

I knew nothing about rhythm in those
far-off days; the tune seemed to me the
only thing that mattcred. The music I

composed caused the words to read like
this :
Our little love is dying on his head.
Lately crimson roses faded quite.
Perhaps I was in a hurry. Unfortunately, I have always been pressed for
time, and I usually work a t a rapid rate.
I wrote the whole of " On With the Dance "
(now being presented a t the London
Pavilion)-music, lyrics and booli-ln a
I'll Leave it to
month. Rly play,
You," was written in a few weeks.
I t was really through hurry that a certain unfortunate incident happened on
the river some time ago. Miss Betty
Chester and I were cngaged to appear in
" The Knight of the Burning Pestle," and
as the time for preparation was so short
we decided to go to Oxford, where we
could study our parts without interruption.
We were in a canoe one day, studying
for all we were worth, when the craft upset,
and our manuscripts got so wet that they
were useless. Result, several days' delay
until we obtained new copies.
But I was talking about musical inspiration. One of my greatest successes
was Parisienne Pierrot," sung in " London Calling." The idea of that came to me
during a visit to a cabaret in Berlin. I
noticed a doll hanging on a curtain, and
it seemed to impress itself on my mind.
Soon afterwards, a melody which appeared
to associate itself with the doll incident
occurred to me, and-well, I just played it.
I thought of the tune of my latest
success, " Poor Little Rich Girl," while
I was having tea. The usual dash for the
piano, and the thing was done. But for
some reason I wrote this song in four flats,
whereas I had always kept to three flats
previously.
There is no scientific espla nation of it at
all. Some of us havc these strange peculiarities, and some have not. I don't even
know how I got my musicai talent, unless
it has been handcd down from a grandfather who was organist for many years a t
the Crystal Palace.
But I wonder if it is fair t o his memory
to say so ?
"

"
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NOEL COWARD

o be the perfect stage lover
the first important thing
that he must possess, to
my idea, is an intensity
of feeling. This gift must
not be merely acquired,
but must be an actual part of him.
Granted that he possess this attribute,
he must temper it with restraint, for
without the necessary restraint vou
cannot convey to your audiences thst
intensity of passionate feeling.
Upon the intensity of feeling revealed
by the one depends the feeling of the
other. Upon what you give depends that
which is returned by your partner. If it
is given out and returned, the ideal is
reached.
There are some who say that actual
lovers in private life make the best lovers
'on the stage, but I cannot agree.

6
1
*

k

! Real Love Would Not Do
The real love between two lovers off the
stage would carry no conviction before
an audknce. It is lacking in restraint,
4 and, although perfectly real and sincere,
b would actually look theatrical and insincere on the stage.
One has to work up an atmosphere of
love on thc stage, and the love existing
between two characters has to be conveyed in a subtle manner.
It is action as much as words that works
up the real atmosphere and creates the
perfect love scene. It is the apparently
6
insignificant gestures and incidents which,
small in themselves, make up the mosaic,
as it were, of the perfect love scene.
There is another important thing which
cannot be emphasised too strongly.
An actor and actress who play together
in a love scene on the stage must be good
friends off the stage.
+

\

Stage Lovers Mast Understand One Another

:

;

,'

'

There need be no actual sentiment
between the two players, but they must
understand each other perfectly ; and
while they play at lovers on the stage, and
do it so convincingly as to make the
audience imagine they must be actual
lovers, they must drop the mask immediately they leave the stage and be just
good friends. A chummy feeling between
an actor and actress means such a lot to
them.

W h o playa the lover in "Katia the Dancer

"

Above all, when they are love-making
on the stage thev must remember that
they are me;ely acting. I t has occasionally
happened that players have actually
fallen in love with each other as the result
of continually playing in a love scene
together.
I can remember a very amusing incident that happened to me when I was
Miss Vera Pearce in
playing
" Maggie," on tour in Australia.
I had to make my appearance in the
garb a
and in this
rale was wearing a sword.
My entrance to the stage was made by
way of some stairs leading down to where
the heroine was waiting for me.
When the ERect was Rulned

I t was a very beautiful love scene, but
on one occasion the effect was ruined by
the sword becoming entangled with my legs and
tripping me up as I approached my stage lover
with outstretched a r m s !
I c a n tell y o u t h a t I
looked far from being a
perfect lover on t h a t
occasion.
Of all the lover parts I
have played, one of my most
successful rales was in "The
First Kiss " at the Oxford
Theatre some months back.
There is nothing so conducive to a really moving love scene
as the languorous and scented atmosphere of the East, for this was an
Eastern play. In this kind of play one
gets the right atmosphere. I t is so
expressive, if I may call it so, and the
feeling is deeper.
I had to play opposite Miss DesirCe
Ellinger, and every night when I had
acted my scene with her I was actually
shaking with excitement. I was playing the part of Prince Nurriden, and
Miss Ellinger was Mari Posa, a slave
girl.
That was one of the greatest love scenes
of my career. Altogether we held the

stage for about thirty minutes. It was
exhausting, I can tell you.
There are, of course, big love scenes in
" Katia." and I am so carried away with
the ekdtion of the moment that 1-forget
the audience.
stage ~i~~~~

~~~l

mes

is difficult to work up a love
when playing in a new
. and one does not get into the right
mood until the second or third night of
the show.
One cannot play a love scene with any
feeling on a cold, empty stage and in
front of other people, but when you are
by yourselves on the stage, in the right
setting and atmosphere, you can let
yourself go.
M

,,,

Stage kisses are real kisses-they
couldn't be otherwise if one's acting is to
be convincing ; you cannot finish a love
scene without thcm. Even real kisses,
however, carry no real significance to the
players. You think nothing of it.
Playing the 'lover on the
stage is specialised work, and
I was engaged for " Katja
the Dancer " entirely on
account of my, work in
" The First Kiss.
My First Love Scene

I have always had a
hankering after the romantic
side of plays, and I realised
one of my greatest ambitions
when I was given the part
of Nur - al- Din in " Chu
Chin Chow " in Australia.
I was terribly nervous. It was the first
love scene I had played in, and it was
not easy. What made it all the Inore
difficult was the fact that I had
to sing love songs and makc love to
Mayana outside her window, with a wall
separating me from her.
I felt that I wanted to get near her ; it
is so difficult to play a love scene with a.
high wall separating you from your
partner. But these little difficulties the
pcrfect lover has to overcome.
I think that this little article of mine
should help any of you " would-be " stage
lovers to qualify for stellar honours in that
direction.
DIE,
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MUSIC LOVERS This glorious melody
must be added to your repertoire!
r

VALSE INTERMEZZO

READ T h e romance and
The Tripmph,
6f PASSIONE
.. .
Naples, the home of " 0 Sole Mio," " Serenade
Toseili," and so many other popular masterpieces,
has for, years produced nothing so fine and emotionstirring as this remarkable new work. Rich with a
beauty. that defies mere description, this rapturous
Italian melody, tinged with the primitive fire and hot
passion of its country's temperament, will hold every
listener. spellbound with the admiration that al!
masterpieces exert over the human mind.
5%.

' f , b s i o n e " is a masterpiece ! De Groot, the violinist,
whose orchestra at the Piccadilly Hotel has become a
welcome synonym for Sunday evening to the largest
audience in the world-the hundreds of thousan
listeners " who patronise the radio-realised
t is
when he was holiday making in Paris a slprt time ago.

.

to satisfy him. He had been merely reproducing
the tune as best he could from his own memory.
Then began an amazing search through Europe for
the composer ! At last De Groot found him in
Copenhagen. Arrangements for publishing the
melody were immediately put into operation, and
before long it created a furore in London, where it
was introduced and broadcast by D e Croot
himself.

T h e melody was " Passione." ope of the rpost exquisite and epoch-making it has ever been our pivilege
to publish. Certainly it never fails to give
to
lovers of picturesque music, and sits popularity is not
merely increasing-it
is literally soaring towards
unanimous public favour.
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Dropping into a little cabaret one night,
where a Tzigane orchestra was playing, he
heard a tune which, enchanting him with
its sheer loveliness and originality,
prompted him to inquire the composer's name. Unfortunately the
leader of the band was unable

"

Passione," which is published at two shillings, can be
obtained either as a song entitled " Roses of To-day,"
as a pianof~rtesolo, or as a violin solo with pianoforte accompaniment. W. H. Squire, the famous
'cellist has also arranged the melody for the
violoncello. These versions may be purchased at your local music dealer, or post
free, 1 f d.extra each copy,from the publishers, Ascherberg, Hopwood 6 Crew,
Ltd., 16, Mortimet St., London, W.I .
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